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with a following noun in some manner dependent on it, it is insufficient to say eith- 
er (a) that, contrary to the rule, J 7 has the article simply to make y definite 

(Green's Chrestomathy), or (b) that this is one of twenty-five cases in which a noun 
in the construct state has the article (Kalisch), or (c) that 

f_"i, 

an Infinitive, has 
the article because Jl•a ifj3o 

. 
is regarded as one word (Keil). The true expla- 

nation is that 
nf-l 

, a verbal substantive, receives the article as expressing an 
abstract idea, and governs an object in the accusative just as the verb from which 
it is derived would do. Although the verbal nouns, having the form of an Inf., 
are found both with the article and with the accusative, but never with both at 
the same time, 

fJr.J, 
inasmuch as it is used as a substantive more than the other 

Infinitives, and receives in these texts (Gen. II., 9 and Jer. xxii., 16) a special em- 
phasis, not only as a noun has the article, but also as a verbal noun takes an 
accusative. 

3. Is the use of ;JI as the sign of the definite object constant or somewhat 
variable ? McC. 

In answer to this question it may be said: 1) IN is necessary only with pro- 
nominal suffixes where they must be separate from the verb; (2) its use with nouns, 
is variable, being used more commonly before names of persons than of things; 
3) it is used much more rarely in poetry than in prose, and in the earlier literature 
than in the later. The fullest treatment of the particle will be found in Ewald's 
Hebrew Syntax, pp. 36-39. 

4. What is the force of the construct state in 1Jq "p-•, 
Ps. cxx., 5 '? 

C. C. H. 
Compare the same phrase in Judg. xx., 16; 2 Sam. xx., 9. The exact force of 

this case is expressed in English by a noun and an adjective, thy right hand; e. g. 
in 

_ 
j6i 

the right leg; 

j.l 

Y all the right eyes, 1 Sam. xi., 2. The relation 
is the explicative or appositional, Ges. 114. 3, 116. 5; Miueller, 79; Ewald, p. 88. 

eBOOI .:. IO0IGES.* 

DELITZSCH'S HEBREW AND ASSYRIAN.* 

This book is a reprint of seven articles printed in the Athenceum, May-August, 
1883. The purpose of the book is a definite one, viz., to show that not from Arabic, 
as hitherto, but from Assyrian, must be obtained the assistance needed in explain- 
ing (1) many Old Testament passages which have not yet been settled; (2) many 
single words, such as the names of certain animals referred to in the Levitical law, 
the names of plants, nouns and verbs of rare occurrence, and even verbs of com- 
mon use, some of which have several derivatives; (3) some grammatical questions. 
It is claimed that the value of Arabic, for Hebrew lexicography, has been greatly 
exaggerated, and that Assyriology is actually inaugurating a new era in this depart- 

* The Hebrew Language, viewed in the light of Assyrian Research. By DR. FREDERIC DE- 
LITZSCH, Professor of Assyriology in the University of Leipzig. London: Williams & Norgate. 

7,x5. 
Pp. XII., 71. Price, $1.25. 
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menrit. The reasons urged why Assyrian ought to be, and indeed is, more valuable, 
are (1) the fact that the Babylonian and Hebrew peoples at one time dwelt together 
in long continued and close intercourse, and (2) the fact that the Assyrian and 
Hebrew literature were co-existent, while Arabic literature dates only from the 
seventh century of our era. Without entering into any criticism of the book we 
cite, for the information of those students whose attention has not been called to 
this subject, a few of the many examples presented: (1) ?"7) (PY. 

';I) 
is usually 

explained by the Arabic *M)7 to drink, hence to give to drink, lead to water, lead, 
guide. Assyriology shows that it is a synonym of P'l lie down, and M•1 rest. Cf., 
in view of this, Ps. XXIIr., 2, and 2 Chron. xxxII., 22 with 1 Chron. xxu., 18. (2) 

DIK or L111 (Job xxxIx., 9-10) is neither (a) unicorn (cf. Ps. xxII., 21), nor (b) a 
kind of antelope (last two editions of Gesenius), nor (c) buffalo (Ges.), but is (d) 
the Assyrian rimu, "a strong-horned, fierce-looking wild bull, skilled in climbing 
mountains, and whose colossal and formidable likeness was placed by the Assyrian 
kings, before the entrance of their palaces to ward off and terrify the approaching 
enemy." (3) 

0)D. 

is not the budding-month (cf. ~ bud, flower), but = the Assyrian 
nisanu, the starting month, cf. y depart. (4) JIf, whence 

.•• 
father-in-law, 

is not from the Arabic meaning to cut, cut into (Ges. 8th ed.), the father-in-law 
gaining entrance to another family, but from Assyrian hata~nu, to surround, protect, 
help, support; the parents-in-law, according to this, being those who support the 
young family. Cf. Ofl father-in-law, 1i*t"! mother-in-law, from "~7nf surround, T 

T T T 

protect, whence also D '17 "wall. (5) *M flock, is not from an Arabic root mean- 

ing to be small, sick (Ges. 8th ed.), but is the same as the Assyrian sinu, from a 
root which is synonymous with '], to be good, kind, the flock being so called be- 
cause of the tameness and gentleness of the animals composing it. (6)) )"T is 
from a root = 

-"J 
build, beget, and is the same as P. son from 

"lg, 
while 

"#IN 
is the cultivated ground. (7) 

D. 
mother, "~K cubit, 

.and 
. 

na(tion,, are front 
an Assyrian root meaning be witdc, whence umnmu (= iO•), the comIb, a roomy re- 
ceptacle for the child, mother; ammat t (= W), width, lengt, cubit; mnum (= T -- 

l7.), 
nation, a vast or numerous body of men. Space forbids the insertion of 

other examples. Professor Delitzsch has completed a Hebrew dictionary along 
with his Assyrian dictionary, but is uncertain whether he shall publish it at once. 

LEHRBUCH DER NEUHEBRAEISCHEN SPRACHE.* 

We have before us only the Prospectus of this volume from which we gather the 
following facts. To do thorough work in the study of post-biblical literature is 
rendered possible only by having a knowledge of the variations of the modern front 
the post-biblical Hebrew. No good assistance in this department of study has been 
furnished. Nor has there existed any bibliography of the subject such as would be 
of service to a Christian student. For a long time, Dr. Strack has been intending 
to supply the demand by furnishing a text-book which should serve both as a gram- 
mar'and as a reading-book. The prominence which the study of Rabbinica has 

* Lehrbuch der Neuhebraeischen Sprache und Literatur, von HERMANN L. STRACK und CARL 
SIEGFRIED. 1. Grammatik der Neuhebraeischen Sprache, CARL SIEGFRIED; II. Abriss der 
Neuhebraeisehen Literatur, HERMANN L. STRACK. Karlsruhe und Leipzig: IH. Reuther. 
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